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Awide variety of blood-suck-
ing insects have frustrated
my bowhunting efforts in an

even wider variety of geographic
locations.  Clouds of lowly mosqui-
toes have bedeviled me while
bowhunting Florida swamps for alli-
gator; while guarding bait barrels
and patiently awaiting the arrival of
a trophy black bear in north-woods
Saskatchewan and Manitoba; even
while stalking Rocky Mountain elk
during an inordinately-wet
September in western New Mexico.
Creepy-crawly ticks have made me a
host while pursuing Texas wild boar
during summer and spring months;
while tracking rogue Zimbabwe ele-
phant through congested low-veldt
forest; while waiting patiently on
stand for Alabama and Mississippi
whitetail.  Chiggers absolutely love
my flesh, those same Texas warm-up
hog hunts generally leaving me
scratching scabbed bites for weeks

afterwards.  White-socks have
pestered me to distraction while
bowhunting Alaskan moose; persis-
tent blackflies drove me batty during
at least one Quebec caribou foray.
The list could go on.

These pests aren’t only annoy-
ing, often leading to involuntary,
game-spooking movement, but can
also pose potential health threats.
West Nile virus spread by mosqui-
toes is a reality in many portions of
the United States today, arriving with
severe flu-like symptoms, potentially
fatal to the elderly or those with
compromised immune systems.
African mosquitoes typically carry
malaria, something best avoided at
all costs.  Those Zimbabwe ticks
mentioned earlier infected me with
“Tick-Bite Fever.”  It didn’t hit me
until a week later, leaving me miser-
ably feverish and suffering cold
sweats for several days in prime
South African kudu country.  It

could’ve been worse, had a clairvoy-
ant travel-medicine doctor not pre-
scribed the proper meds before my
departure for the Dark Continent.
Closer to home, Eastern Seaboard
deer ticks often harbor Lyme disease,
which can include long-term and
devastating consequences.  Chiggers
pose no danger to long-term health,
but can make you miserable for
weeks with itchy bites, as can
Alaskan white-socks or northern
blackflies.

The average camper or angler
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Keeping Bugs At Bay
Patrick Meitin

i n v e s t i g at e s
b o w h u n t i n g -
friendly insect
repellents and
bug-proof camo
clothing.

PHOTO LEFT: Some bowhunting destina-
tions, such as Alfredo Julian’s Zimbabwe
leopard hunt, include biting pests that can
inflict potential health problems. African
mosquitoes can carry malaria, while ticks
may inflict “Tick Bite Fever.” Protecting
yourself from stinging insects becomes
more than a convenience in such places.

PHOTO BELOW: Ultrathon insect repel-
lent from 3M is a 33 percent Deet formu-
lation in a lotion that resists being
washed away by rain or sweat.
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sprays uncovered skin down with a
DEET-laden insect repellent and car-
ries on.  Things are different for
hunters.  Wild turkeys don’t possess a
highly-developed sense of smell, nor
do summer carp or other bowfishing
targets care what you smell like, but
big game animals certainly do.
Typical insect repellents simply
aren’t an option while bowhunting.
Scent-control is the catchphrase of
the day, and rightly so.  Big game,
most especially whitetail deer that
the majority of us pursue, live by
their noses.  The foul chemical odor
of typical insect repellents is simply
another liability against bowhunting
success.  Physical exertion, or the

very weather that encourages insects
to thrive, also means repellents can
sweat off, leaving you vulnerable to
attack once more.  Too, if you’re any-
thing like me, the greasy, stinky film
of standard-issue insect repellent
makes my skin crawl, makes me
wonder; which is worse bugs or the
repellent itself?  Luckily there are
alternatives, highly effective means
to keep bugs at bay while also allow-
ing you to bowhunt efficiently.

The Chemical Approach
As I’ve said, there will be cus-

tomers for who standard insect
repellents hold value — spring and
summer bowfishermen and turkey
hunters, for instance.  Many of your
customers are also likely to be fisher-
men.  This makes stocking a limited
supply of standard insect repellents
good business; products such as

3M’s Ultrathon (which promises not
to sweat off), and standard products
from Cutter and Repel (Spectrum
Brands) or Off Insect Repellents.

Today there are also repellent
options that include no smell, or at
least formulas that keep unnatural
odors to a minimum.  According to
Simon Ashdown, press relations for
Tender Corporation, the company’s
Ben’s 30 and 100, or Ben’s 30 Tick and
Insect Repellent, are water-based
(instead of alcohol), so include less-
offensive odors than other DEET-
based products.  He says this makes
them less likely to spook game.
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Any time you mix heat with water mos-
quitoes and other biting bugs are sure to
follow. Bowhunting pursuits such as bow-
fishing can call for a powerful insect
repellent to avoid being stung.
Mainstream repellents are popular, as
odor is not an issue, though odor-free
insect repellents are now available for
big-game hunting.

The north-woods of Saskatchewan pro-
duce some of the biggest black bears in the
world, but are also home to nasty mosqui-
toes and blackflies. A 3-D leafy suit and
Robinson Outdoors’ No Stinkin’ Bugs
helped keep those bugs at bay and allowed
Meitin to tag this behemoth and gorgeous
cinnamon bear.
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Ashdown also points to Tender
Corporation’s Natrapel Plus, which
includes an all-natural, plant-based
ingredient, Geranoil, to provide
long-lasting protection without
DEET.  Fite Bite, available through
Travel Medicine, is both water- and
plant-based, so promises to be less
offensive to humans and game.   

Geranoil is also at the heart of
products from BugBand.  BugBand
products use all-natural Geranoil to
repel mosquitoes and other stinging
pests without potentially-irritating
pesticides (I remember how a DEET-
based repellent sprayed atop exist-
ing chigger bites once caused them
to blister and scar).  BugBand claims
Geranoil has been proven more
effective than DEET or citronella,

and also labels their products
“ p l e a s a n t - s m e l l i n g . ”
BugBand repellent comes in
wrist bands, towelettes, and

in a pump
aerosol form.
The Bands
are especially trou-
ble free, one Band is
said to last 120
hours (store in air-
tight bags between
uses to retain effec-
tiveness), placed on
one or both wrists,
or on ankles to repel
insects such as ticks
and chiggers. 

Dan Ritter, pres-
ident of BugBand,
says the question of
BugBand repellent
alerting game is the
number-one ques-
tion he receives
from hunters.  “Bug
Band does produce
a smell,” says Ritter.

“But since the active ingredient is
made from the oil of geraniums, it
can actually act as an attractant.  I
don’t have any scientific proof of
this, but we’ve gotten plenty of testi-
mony from hunters telling us they
are having deer walk up to them
while using our products.  We even
have a picture of a deer licking and
nibbling on a BugBand.

“BugBand will repel ticks and
chiggers, but in those cases I would
say our towelettes and spray are
more effective,” Ritter continues.  “It
(BugBand) works on blackflies as
well, although if you get into a situa-
tion like in Canada where mosqui-
toes and blackflies are strong, you’re
probably better off, again, using tow-
elettes or spray.  I have begun hear-
ing from troops in Iraq who wear a

BugBand on a single ankle to keep
sand fleas off.  And when I’m back-
packing I attach a BugBand to the
top of my pack to keep flying bugs
away from my head.”

Editor & Publisher Tim Dehn of
ArrowTrade lives in central
Minnesota where the numerous
swamps and lakes are prime breed-
ing ground for mosquitoes. In fact
Dehn “harvests” about two quarts
of them per day, blowing their dried
bodies out of the six electronic bug
zappers he runs on a 24-hours
basis around his house in rural
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This countertop
display includes
BugBand wrist
straps and sprays.
At left is a bulk con-
tainer of 15 handy
towelettes, which
also come as foil-
wrapped singles.

Unscented and Fall Blend versions of
No Stinkin’ Ticks from Robinson 
Outdoors use the proven Permethrin
insecticide.
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Braham. Dehn reports good results
while hunting and working in the
outdoors with the Bug Band prod-
ucts, though he said on sensitive skin
you can get some mild stinging from
the towelettes. He prefers to spray
hat, shirts cuffs and pant cuffs with
the Bug Band spray and will reapply
if he’s outside for more than two
hours.

Robinson Outdoors offers Scent
Shield No Stinkin’ Bugs and No
Stinkin’ Ticks spray repellents.  These
include 25-percent DEET, and are
effective against mosquitoes, chig-
gers and ticks.  No Stinkin’ Bugs
spray comes in Unscented and Fall
Blend scent.  Unscented No Stinkin’
Ticks contains permethrin and
should be sprayed on clothing and
allowed to dry. That way it is effective
for two weeks or more and even
through a couple washings, against
ticks, mosquitoes, beetles, moths,
ants and other insects.

“Our products include DEET,”
says Michael Mayer, Vice President
of Marketing for Robinson Outdoors,
“but also another ingredient that
makes it one of the only sprays in the
industry that proves highly effective
against blackflies.  Anyone who has
hunted in north country knows
blackflies can be worse than mos-
quitoes by far.  This ingredient also
makes it effective against fleas.  And
because our products are unscented,
or include Fall Blend scent, they aid
in the hunter’s commitment to
remain completely scent free, and
see more and bigger game.”

As a side note, when your cus-
tomers do receive bites, solutions are
available for fast-acting relief.
Tender Corporation offers After Bite
Original and After Bite Xtra, both in
stick form and compact enough to
be easily carried in a pocket.  The
original is effective for relieving the
itch and sting of bites from mosqui-
toes, blackflies, chiggers, fire ants,
bee and hornet stings, bedbugs and
even marine-life.  Xtra is for really
aggressive bites and stings, with
ingredients including baking soda,
ammonia and tea-tree oil (an anti-
septic).  After Bite Kids cream
includes active ingredients such as
eucalyptus and tea tree oils, baking

soda, aloe vera, and vitamin E to
gently provide sting relief and pre-
vent infections.    

Anti-Bug Garb
As many hunters already know,

mesh-type gloves and headnets
allow comfort in warm weather, and
keep a good portion of biting insects
at bay.  This makes simple, light-
weight products such as those from
Whitewater Outdoors, Primos, and
Hunter’s Specialties — to name but a
few — big sellers for early-season
archers.  While these are normally
seen as basic camouflage, other
products are made with the intent
purpose of keeping bugs at bay.

Mesh Barrier Suits
Bug Out Outdoorwear has been

in business a good while, producing
jackets, pants and mitts made espe-
cially to keep your customers safe
from biting insects, without the use
of potentially irritating chemical
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Author Patrick Meitin wore Shannon
Outdoors’ Bug Tamer 3-D Big Leaf suit
while bowhunting Osceola turkey in
southern Florida. Not only did it provide
top-notch concealment against those wily
gobblers, but kept swarms of mosquitoes
from sucking his blood.
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repellents.  The suits are made with
no-see-um mesh to keep out the
tiniest bugs, including no-see-ums,
blackflies, mosquitoes, and ticks
(even the nymph stage), while also
being fine enough to discourage
probing stingers.  Bug Out suits
prove effective enough to have
passed U.S. Military testing and
approval processes.  They provide
total enclosure, but still allow unre-
stricted visibility, air flow and com-
fort.  They are cut oversized to be
worn over other clothing; a potential
problem with bowhunters via string
interference, though an armguard
should help.  

Bug Out suits are made of chem-
ical-resistant polyester in case cus-
tomers wish to use repellents as well.
They are snag and tear resistant, and

all cuffs include elastic for a snug fit.
The oversized, attached hood can be
worn in three positions with the use
of the attached drawstrings.  Pant
waists includes a bungee cord draw-
string and cord lock.  Other features
include an 8-inch zipper to access
interior shirt pockets, and pouch
pocket for storage or additional
hand protection.  Camo patterns
include Mossy Oak New Break-Up
and Advantage Timber, and the
entire suit weighs only 4 ounces.

Bug-Me-Not Outerwear and Bug
Baffler also offer suits made from
cool, lightweight and tough no-see-
um mesh materials.  Both are avail-
able in an olive-drab color, the mesh
proving transparent enough for your
favorite camouflage to show
through, and are cut oversized, so

are likely to require an armguard to
prevent string interference.  Bug-
Me-Not suits also come in Mossy
Oak Break-Up and in a Plus version
including double-layer construction
to provide extra protection from
ultra-aggressive insects or hornets.
Bug-Me-Not’s material is flame resis-
tant and also helps protect against
harmful UBA and UVA rays.
Accessories include gaiter, flip mitts,
gloves (finger-less), headnet, head-
net Stetson (a bigger version), cap
with headnet, and pant, in addition
to a top with shoulder-to-shoulder
zipper for easy access.    

One of my favorite anti-bug
suits, because it’s bowhunter friend-
ly and extremely effective, is
Shannon Outdoors’ Bug Tamer.  I
wore a 3-D Big Leaf suit in buggy
southern Florida. The 3-D effect
helped me collect my Osceola turkey
without a blind on the way to my sin-
gle-spring archery turkey slam, while
its double-layer construction kept
swarms of mosquitoes at bay.  I’ve
worn the same suit during hot
September New Mexico hunts when
bugs weren’t an issue but its airy
nature made it highly comfortable.
A patented Double-Guard, twin-
mesh is at the heart of the system’s
effectiveness.  The strong DuraMesh
outer layer includes no-see-um
mesh to keep the smallest blood-
suckers at bay.  An interior “fishnet”
mesh lifts the outer layer and keeps
skin out of reach of the mosquitoes’
proboscis – a low-tech but highly-
effective solution to an obvious
problem. Keeping the fine mesh off
your skin also helps these suits feel
cool on hot days.

Bug Tamer Plus Classic and 3-D
Big Leaf suits now include patented
Contain scent-control, a technology
that kills odor-causing bacteria at
the source.  This is a definite plus
during the sweaty months of early
archery seasons, and the treatment
won’t wash out after repeated laun-
dering.  Classic suits include no-see-
um shells, while 3-D Big Leaf also
includes hundreds of hand-stitched
leaves to break up the human out-
line and provide an added conceal-
ment advantage.  The single-mesh
Bug Buster Plus offers an economi-
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Mesh headnets and tightly woven gloves
offer good protection from biting insects.
These are two of the styles available from
Hunter’s Specialties.
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cal alternative, though it comes
without the interior fishnet lining.
(You would have to wear it over a
sweatshirt or some equally thick gar-
ment to equal the protection of the
double-layer construction.) On all
the garments from Shannon
Outdoors, elastic cuffs keep insects
from crawling inside with you, and
the pull-over hoods include Super
View black face shield mesh for
unobstructed vision, even in low
light.  Bug Tamer Mittens with shoot-
ing finger slots complete the outfit.
Look for all these suits in Advantage
Timber or Mossy Oak Break-Up
camouflage, with Mossy Oak the
only choice in the 3-D Big Leaf suits.

Other Companies such as Game-
Hunter, Michigan’s MirageWear, and
Whitewater Outdoors also make 3-D
or leafy-cut camouflage suits includ-
ing under-mesh construction that
can help keep mosquitoes at bay,
though mesh openings may be big
enough to allow no-see-ums and
tick-nymph access.  Worn over other
clothing during cooler dates these
duds also offer ultimate conceal-
ment, so are good sellers even when
bugs are not the issue.

Bug Armor Protection
Rynoskin is snug-fitting hunting

garb worn directly against the skin,
beneath hunting clothing (such as
the airy 3-D suits mentioned above),
to protect against all kinds of biting
insects, including the smallest ticks
and chiggers.  Rynoskin provides
comfort, breathability, stealth, and
eliminates snags in tight brush.  The
body armor stretches to accommo-

date all body sizes, and is ultra light-
weight (9 ounces), cool and comfort-
able.  The bite-proof fabric and
snug-fitting elastic cuffs provides
complete protection from ticks,
chiggers, ants, biting flies, gnats, and
mosquitoes.  Biting insects may
crawl on the fabric, but can’t get in.
Advantage Timber and Mossy Oak
Break-Up garments are offered in
tops, bottoms, gloves, hoods and
socks for complete coverage.                 

William Harris, Rynoskin’s
President, says his product has been
recognized by the American Lyme
Disease Association as effective
against ticks.  He also points out that

it is chemical free and highly breath-
able, so very cool during early
archery seasons.  “Many people
compliment us on how cool it feels
in hot weather, like air conditioning.
We’ve got game officers and law
enforcement personnel across the
country wearing Rynoskin, and 99.5
percent of our customers say they
are satisfied with our product.”      

Repellent-Treated Clothing
Buzz Off Insect Shield Repellent

Apparel is the first and only insect-
repellent clothing to be registered
with the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA).  The active
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Clothing and accessories sewn from the
Buzz Off fabric in the Mad Dog line from
Stearns help create an insect-proof shield
around the hunter that doesn’t depend on
covering up every square inch of skin.
Shown are the Boonie Hat, Bandanna and
Face Mask.
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ingredient – a synthetic permethrin
that occurs naturally in chrysanthe-
mums – is used in the patent-pend-
ing Buzz Off Insect Shield process,
binding the active ingredient to the
fabric fibers of each garment so that
its effects lasts through 25 washings.
The repellent is odorless and color-
less, and doesn’t change the feel of
the garment.  Buzz Off apparel repels
mosquitoes, ticks, ants, flies, chig-
gers and no-see-ums.   

I first wore Buzz Off garments
while bowhunting Rio Grande turkey
in South Texas.  I’ve suffered mighti-
ly on past South Texas hunts,
because the region is a tick and chig-
ger haven.  While wearing Buzz Off I
bowhunted turkeys four days with-
out a single tick or chigger bite.  I
washed the suit and tried it again
several months later on my annual
late-July wild-hog warm-up
bowhunt – a foray I’ve returned from
in the past with upwards of 200 chig-
ger bites.  This time I received mini-
mal bites around my ankles.  I might
also add that while hogs own highly-
developed olfactory senses to help
compensate for their poor eyesight,
Buzz Off was not responsible for
spooking a single animal.  

The Mad Dog Gear/ Buzz Off
clothing I own is made of a wicking,
cool cotton-base fabric with poly-
ester elements that make it quick-
drying.  The Mad Dog line includes
two long-sleeved shirts, cargo-pock-
et pants, two glove options, two ban-
dannas, and three hats.  Ex Officio
has introduced its own Camouflage
Series Buzz Off, in Mossy Oak New
Break-Up or Realtree Hardwoods
Green HD, in a shirt and pant.  Buzz

Off apparel can also be found in lines
from Rocky Outdoor Gear, L.L. Bean,
and Orvis.  L.L. Bean offers Cool
Weave shirt and pants, face-mask
hat, and Total Illusion 3D Camo 2-
Piece suit; in Advantage Timber and
Mossy Oak Break-Up.  Orvis’ Early-
Season Shirt, Pants, and cap include
Skyline’s effective Fall Flight and
Excel camouflage patterns, made of
comfortable Marquesas cotton to
keep you cool in warm weather.           

Joe Hanning, Marketing Director
for Rocky, says, “Buzz Off is a great
thing.  It repels any and all kinds of

biting insects.  It acts as a surround-
ing ‘force field’ of protection.  You
can hike through the woods in only a
shirt and shorts, roll up your sleeves
when it gets hot, or lean against a
tree, and you’re still totally protected
by the ‘bug shield’ Buzz Off creates.”
Hanning did not know if blackflies
are repelled by Buzz Off, but said
ticks, chiggers, and of course mos-

quitoes, certainly were.  Rocky’s line
includes camouflage cotton T-shirts,
button shirt, and 6-pocket pants, Air
Mesh shirt and pants, Silent Hunter
Suede, fleece, and Leafy jacket and
pant; also Spandex, Jersey and Air
Mesh gloves, bandannas, Mesh and
Twill caps, and lightweight socks. I
know from experience that Rocky’s
clothing line has always proven
hunter friendly and well made.

High-Tech Solutions          
I first began hearing about

ThermaCELL technology from a
group of Deep South deer hunters.
One Florida deer hunter said he’d
given up bowhunting his home state
until he discovered ThermaCELL.
And Realtree’s Dodd Clifton
promised that ThermaCELL was no
gimmick, that he used his while
turkey hunting swampy portions of
southern Georgia to keep mosqui-
toes away.  

ThermaCELL is a silent, fuel-
powered unit that works by heating a
mat saturated with mosquito repel-
lent, releasing heated repellent into
the surrounding area to provide
approximately 225 square feet of
protection for up to 12 hours and
repelling 98 percent of mosquitoes.
While working on this piece I tested
a ThermaCELL making the rounds
on my 1.5-mile, 20-target 3-D range.
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Badlands
Mosquito
Annoyer

“EXPERIENCE ARCHERY’S 4TH DIMENSION”

Features include
110 Volt electric computerized operation. 
4 Skill levels, over 450 different shooting 
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Fun for bowhunters of any skill level.
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I live on a working ranch along a
small creek where gnats and com-
mon flies can prove distracting.
While wearing my ThermaCELL I
have to say I was not pestered a bit
while shooting.     

ThermaCELL mosquito repel-
lent utilizes the active ingredient
allethrin, closely related to the
pyrethroids found in Buzz Off cloth-
ing.  The allethrin is contained in the
blue mats, and when heated the
repellent “volatizes” to create a zone
of protection around the unit.  The
amount of active ingredient released
is small, repelling mosquitoes, but
not killing them (too bad….).
ThermaCELL is most effective
against mosquitoes, but testing has
shown that blackflies, no-see-ums
and sandflies are also repelled.  It’s
not effective against bees, wasps,
yellow jackets or hornets which are
often an issue on western hunts. 

Allegra Lowitt, PR manager for
ThermaCELL, says the allethrin
agent used, while extremely offen-
sive to mosquitoes, doesn’t bother
ticks and chiggers a bit, making it
ineffective for those pests.  She says
ThermaCELL is working to develop a
viable solution to this problem, but
that research is costly and EPA
approval is a slow process and that it
might be years before it becomes
reality.  She goes on to mention that
the repellent used is a natural sub-
stance, and while game animals may
be able to smell it, they seldom find
it alarming.  “Hundreds and hun-
dreds of hunters have told us about
shooting animals at very close range,
animals which are  not being
spooked by ThermaCELL repellent
at all,” she says.    

The newest unit from the
ThermaCELL manufacturer is called
ThermaScent.  This includes a spe-
cial platform that holds scent mats.
Your favorite buck lure or doe-in-
heat scent is added, so that the heat
produced by ThermaCELL is used to
release scent continuously and more
effectively during your hunt.  Lowitt
says that ThermaScent can be used
to repel insects, or disperse scent,
but not both at one time, as the scent
mats block the dispersion of repel-
lent.  This does allow customers to

use the unit in repellent mode dur-
ing early seasons when bugs are a
nuisance, and again later to disperse
scent during the colder rut periods
when bugs are dormant.  

ThermaCELL is offered in stan-
dard and compact versions, in olive
green or Realtree Hardwoods Green
HD.  A holster option allows you to
wear your unit in a tree-stand or in
the field, and includes side pockets
for two extra fuel cartridges.  This is
how I carried my ThermaCELL while
shooting recently.  Refill fuel car-
tridges and repellent pads are avail-
able.  All units include safety switch
and instant electronic ignition.            

Here’s another electronic bug
repellent you may want to consider
stocking. Badlands, the premium
hunting-pack company, offers the
novel Mosquito Annoyer.  Females
are the culprits administering
annoying stings, needing your blood
to fertilize incubating eggs.  As
strange as it sounds, this unit emits
the sound of a “horny male mosqui-
to” that the biting female has great
disdain for.  The sound causes
female mosquitoes to clear out of
the area.  Badlands claims testing
has shown that the unit eliminates
95 to 98 percent of potential mos-
quito bites.  The compact and light-
weight unit (about the size of a pack
of cigarettes) comes with a clip to
attach anywhere and needs no bat-
teries since it is solar powered.

Conclusion
There is no reason for your cus-

tomers to suffer the constant bites
and stings of annoying insects this
season.  Not when clothing manu-
facturers, scent companies and
other insect repellent specialists can
arm them to fight back. As a busi-
ness owner and hunter, you under-
stand when the need for such prod-
ucts is greatest.  Stocking bug-pro-
tection repellents, suits, and appli-
ances from spring through early fall
assures sales, as no one enjoys being
bitten or stung by pesky bugs.  When
bugs are at their worst, most
bowhunters will buy whatever it
takes to stop the annoyance and
make them more effective as
stealthy predators.
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